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About This Game
For too long the Fanith family has evaded Justice, they started their rotten escapades of stealing, murder, cheating, back in the
1780s. Since then they managed to wipe out whole towns and commit terrible atrocities only to profit. Unfortunately, the Fanith
family is known for their expertise in electronics which only furthers their destruction. On-top of that, they are rude, nasty, and
beyond arrogant. Over time, people started to catch on and the family was forced into hiding, no one has seen them since the
early 1900s. Anyone who had gone searching for them since has either came up empty handed or never returned. Luck is on our
side however and it turns out that the only way for the Fanith family to evade everyone was to create their own virtual world
where they could hide from sight. Now that Virtual Reality is more available, its possible someone could now discover their
virtual world and bring them to justice, could that be you?
The Desert's Rose is a VR Adventure game where you can interact with everyday items by picking them up, throwing them,
crushing them, or hitting them with weapons. There are many different weapons such as maces, swords, guns, and other items.
You can open and close Doors and Drawers, you can draw on a virtual whiteboard, you can watch VR TV, and more!
This is an Early Access game and will be constantly updated with new environments, weapons, items, and more. This game will
be 100% free and all DLC and updates will also be 100% free. I'm currently a "one man shop" so its just myself working on the
game but I am very dedicated to this project and continue to add more and more. One of the visions I have for this game is I'd
like it to be like a virtual city you can hang out in and do stuff (and eventually with other players aka multiplayer)
I'm very open to constructive criticism and want to share this world with others and for it to be enjoyed by others. Any
suggestions or improvements will be taken in to consideration and put on the list.
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Title: The Desert's Rose
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Eddie O'Hagan (Katianie)
Publisher:
Eddie O'Hagan (Katianie)
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2018

a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 10
Processor: Intel Core i5
Memory: 16 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 10 GB available space
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